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It was a beautiful sunny winter day and the view of the Catalinas from the dining room added to the delightful
ambiance. As an aside, having dined on their patio, the view is even better from there. Upon entering, the first
thing I noticed was the recently enlarged and re-designed space. Another delight is the colorful original
Mexican carved tables and chairs. Each table has its own theme. However, some patrons find the chairs hard
and uncomfortable. Seat cushions would help. The comparison had begun. Unfortunately, the first batch of
chips was not fresh. We hailed our server. Paige explained the problem and asked for fresh chips. Server-lady
gave her a disapproving glance, but shortly a young fellow brought the fresh chips we had expected. Then it
was time to order drinks and our main dishes. Paige and I again ordered margaritas with tequila the lesson
learned at El Charro. To no surprise, it was lunchtime and the place was very busy. Nevertheless, our drinks
arrived quickly. That should have raised a red flag. Margaritas If these margaritas were made from , neither of
us could tell. What was immediately apparent was that our margaritas were too sweet and syrupy. I assume,
but do not know, our margaritas came from a pre-mix anyone can buy at the store. Guacamole We asked for
an order of guacamole, which came in a few minutes. The boyz spread it on their handmade,
fresh-from-the-tortilleria tortillas and declared the combination excellent. Moreover, after El Charro, the salsa
was a bit disappointing. Huevos Rancheros Mexican Dishes Our meals came. Typical high-quality
Tucson-type Mexican dishes: I had their huevos rancheros. As good or better than at any other Mexican
restaurant in town that I have patronized. All of our dishes were served with frijoles, rice, and choice of corn
or flour tortillas. It was a very pleasant meal. The screeching and clanking against the tile floor lasted about a
minute and was both loud and annoying. Way to spoil our happy mood, muchachos. Generally, we all agreed
that the food ranged from good to excellent, even though the first order of chips and the margaritas were a
disappointment. Perhaps their fame had had a detrimental effect. I counted the votes. El Charro won hands
down.
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Mi Nidito Restaurant, Calle Tepa, Cafe Poca Cosa, The Quesadillas, El Sur Restaurant, Mariscos Chihuahua, Salsa
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Note: We have dined at each of these 3 Mexican restaurants several times since the reviews were first published. The
reviews & rankings still hold true as of July

Chapter 4 : 5 Best Mexican Restaurants in Tucson | TucsonTopia
Sonoran-style Mexican cookings is a point of pride in this town, so it comes as no surprise that some of the country's
best Mexican food restaurants can be found in Tucson. The hardest part is.
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Best Mexican in Tucson, AZ - Guadalajara Original Grill, Mi Nidito Restaurant, La Botana Tacos, Taqueria El Pueblito,
The Quesadillas, Calle Tepa, Cafe Poca Cosa, Salsa Verde Restaurant, Taqueria Juanitos, Mariscos Chihuahua, Poco
& Mom's Cantina,.
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Mexican Restaurants in Tucson on www.nxgvision.com See reviews, photos, directions, phone numbers and more for
the best Mexican Restaurants in Tucson, AZ.
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Mexican Restaurant in Tucson, AZ. We're proud to run the finest Mexican restaurant and full bar in Tucson, AZ. People
come from all around to sample the excellent Mexican food on our menus, each dish prepared by skilled chefs who use
only the best ingredients.
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